
t seems silly a week later, writing this, when the crisis, the imperative has passed enough that I 
could wave it off with a joke, but that’s the pattern I’m trying to unpick with this email, I guess, so 
I’ll persist (after an hour prevaricating in the bath with the Lord of Misrule…) 

I suppose I’m in denial about my past, because confronting it causes a reaction you have been 
exposed to this week. It’s the mechanism of a loop: the reaction causes a desperate response, 
seeking a place where this reaction can be avoided, distancing myself from people… which adds a 
new episode to deny and be ashamed of etc. In recent years the reaction has become less frequent, 
but mostly because I keep away from people; I’ve managed to afford to live alone and have jobs 
that are mostly antisocial, although I have still really struggled with the group social aspects of 
university… 

Since I was a child when I have tried to explain my sensitivities, in my memory at least, they have 
generally been dismissed. I have been coerced repeatedly into situations that cause catastrophic 
reactions, and I think this week I realised that I have become habituated to behaving in ways 
inappropriate to my makeup and that this is one factor in my terrible mental health. It’s like 
persisting with snickers even though you have a nut allergy because it’s become normal to have a 
constricted throat, and everyone is eating them anyway, and blending in is how you survive, and 
you get teased if you bring it up. I struggle to mentally or physically articulate what are inviolable 
needs. A lot of the time I feel frightened, uncared for, resentful. There are common situations, 
conversations, where I feel like I’m alone and I’m going to die… 

I spent much of my twenties desperately trying to survive, in this catastrophic loop, mostly alone in 
whatever room I was staying in or in a library. I’m able to pull out anecdotes here and there that can 
be made to sound amusing, and make reference to relationships or friendships, but besides a few 
bits in London in my mid twenties, I always felt desperate and everything I did was insincere. I still 
have the problems I had then, it’s just that my material circumstances have stabilised, allowing me 
to stabilise, but mostly by avoiding social situations — I live alone, my employment is solitary/
antisocial, I can go for weeks without a serious conversation, and this has often been the case since 
my late teens. We joke about this kind of thing, and I can ironise my foibles, but this may have led 
you not to take them seriously enough or understand how hard, how sad it has been to be limited in 
this way. I have been told hundreds of times to just get out more, or push through it or whatever 
— and I have done that, and I have little friendship to show for it, because it makes me feel awful, 
no matter how much I try, no matter how much I drink.  

Compounding all these problems I already had, which caused me to fail two years of two different 
degrees and then leave suddenly for Kyrgyzstan, where I imagined I would have the isolation I 
craved, I have been robbed by men with knives four times. Although I now suspect they all had 
their effect, the ones that noticeably had catastrophic consequences were the third and fourth times. 
The third time, in Kyrgyzstan, a man who had engaged me in conversation on the street and then 
robbed me a week later showed up at my door in the afternoon, came into my flat, took a kitchen 
knife from the draining board and held me, my flatmate and his girlfriend, making increasing 
demands, for I don’t know how long, ten to thirty minutes. Finally my flatmate snapped and 
punched him several times in the head, and he ran off. I had been frozen, shut down, by the window, 
as far away from the man as I could be, even though he sometimes walked up to me, with the knife. 
The whites of his eyes were yellow. A week later a Polish academic, a friend of a friend, was 
stabbed to death in the city. The government’s press release used the old Soviet spin that it was a 
homosexual liaison gone wrong. Not that in the moment or after this has any real bearing in how I 
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felt, but it did feature in my thoughts afterwards that the country had one of the highest murder rates 
per capita in the world. Someone was found chopped up in a suitcase in one of my students’ 
apartment block. An MP was assassinated around the corner from my flat/school. Drunk police 
pulled guns on an expat in my scene, and often harassed us on the street for bribes. The year after I 
left, the government was overthrown and there were videos posted online of people on the street 
beating and setting fire to their neighbours (eruption simmering ethnic/tribal hatred). Additionally, I 
saw two people die in a car crash. 

I just got on with it, without a clue. No one really discussed it. I slept even less and drank even 
more. My flatmate moved in with his girlfriend. I stayed in that flat alone, and went to work every 
day in my classroom, in a building adjacent to the apartment block, terrified that I would see the 
man walking across the courtyard, coming toward my classroom, which was mostly occupied by 
women and teenage girls. I had always had horrendous trouble sleeping, which now took on a 
different level. I would be back and forth from my bed to the front door, checking it was locked, 
checking the rooms of the apartment, the window, practicing swinging the baseball bat I had 
bought. Or I would lie in bed frozen with terror, convinced that I could hear him in the hallway.  

Immediately before this I was in an abusive relationship. I was walking home from her flat the first 
time this guy mugged me. I don’t know how to describe what she was like or what she was doing, 
but saliently it involved casual and frequent nonconsensual pinching and slapping (not during sex, 
just as we were going about our business in the day), and verbal humiliation. This doesn’t feel like a 
great trauma, but I suspect it preyed on and exacerbated my sensitivities. Throughout I was 
perplexed by what was happening. Thankfully it was only a brief relationship. When I bumped into 
her a few months after the guy came into my flat she dismissed it as par for the course.  

I was emotionally abused as a child, and occasionally my stepmother would pinch or kick me. With 
my sister she was more full on physically, and would pin her to the wall by her throat. From the age 
of three I was frequently screamed at, blamed, humiliated, shamed, and punished for rules and 
moods that were constantly changing. I was terrified of my stepmother and father and dreaded them 
coming home from work. My mother was in an abusive relationship with my father for about 
twenty years, and is quite a damaged, difficult person. I cried myself to sleep most nights until this 
guy came into my flat when I was 21, and then I just stopped crying or feeling sad. I became kind of 
numb I guess.  

Two years later my best friend from university killed himself. 

In my first year in London, struggling with all of the above, two guys jumped me when I was 
walking home from the bus stop one night. One of them had a big hunting knife. Like the guy who 
came into my flat he was very antagonistic, and wouldn’t back away when I had given him my 
possessions (a simple Nokia phone, a tenner, some tobacco). He kept antagonising me and then 
lunged at me with the knife. Either he was feinting or I unthinkingly blocked him with my arm — 
in my memory our arms made contact — he punched me in the head and I span round and fell on 
the bonnet of a car, like in a film, and then I ran away, turning occasionally to check I wasn’t being 
followed. The guy was just standing in the middle of the street with this huge hunting knife, with 
his companion a little way behind him. As I ran I patted my torso down, checking for holes in my 
jacket or blood. For a while afterwards I struggled to go to the shop even in the daytime. This 
wasn’t really articulated to anyone so I couldn’t have explicit support for these problems. I just got 
on with it, socialising with extroverts who romanticised edginess and risk and violence. I think this 



exacerbated my problems. I and the people around me weren’t caring for my needs. I got back into 
drugs. I had inappropriate jobs and living situations. I deteriorated and fled. Thankfully since then 
nothing majorly traumatic has happened, but I’ve constantly been in inappropriate situations, 
constantly thinking about survival, constantly anxious and afraid, dismissing or suppressing any 
terrible situations that happened as something I had to do to survive. 

Another thing that compounds all this is that the only person who knows much of this and has 
seriously engaged with it is now my ex-wife, who I don’t speak to. A key part of the reason we were 
so close was that we’ve had similar experiences, hers even worse than mine, and similar mental 
health problems, hers even worse than mine, I think. The relationship went to a very dark place and 
it ending was necessary and horrific. Since then I think I have come to accept that no one will be 
capable of understanding my needs who isn’t dangerous themselves, and that all my relationships 
with people would be superficial and transient, which compound the feeling of vulnerability and 
loneliness. 

Since I got out of my last relationship I have stabilised though and slowly, slowly started to address 
these problems, symptom by symptom, peeling away the layers of denial and deceit. And so that’s 
where I am now, trying to be honest about this, hoping to have a friendship with someone who 
knows what’s wrong with me, and can make accommodations, but isn’t insane herself. 

This was brought to a head by our conversation last week and the stressful anticipation of your 
birthday, a group situation. Moreover it was in a pub I know is only accessible through a church 
graveyard or a road under a rail bridge. I was anxious anyway about it being a group situation, but I 
immediately became anxious about travelling there. I have gotten better but until recently I would 
check and recheck and obsess about routes of journeys, especially to new places, and I would check 
crime statistics for places I was going. When you were living in Hackney I would sprint from the 
main road to your house, and felt very anxious about going there. I live on a main road because I 
feel safer walking home where it’s busy. 

Little substantive has to change about our friendship. I can still go to the cinema, to art galleries, eat 
out, but greater consideration and respect for the anxieties I have about public places and strangers, 
especially at night, would be helpful. If I am showing resistance or hesitance to something it is a red 
flag that should be taken seriously rather than pressured or made light of. I think I have sensitivities 
to speech, words, attitudes that go back to childhood; and group situations have always been 
exceptionally difficult for me. I will try and be more candid about these in conversation so that we 
can adapt, if you want to continue with our friendship. At its worst, when I’m fully triggered I feel 
desperately alone, like I’m going to die, that no one can ever understand my needs, and that 
someone who supposedly cares for me is going to lead me to my death. 

I am very grateful for your friendship and I think I have got a lot better since I met you. I appreciate 
that this is very stressful for you too, but I just can’t continue pretending. I think admitting this to 
you and getting a good response has been cathartic, literally like a corset of nails has been taken off, 
allowing me to feel this wound. Frequently I’ve been shivering as though I’m freezing. My habitual 
silly thoughts have magically abated, and I’ve been able to directly think about this stuff without 
feeling catastrophic, feeling tender and sad instead. It has made me realise the positive effects of 
talking about it with someone sensitive, and how it’s possible to substantially change by doing so. 
It’s moved me to finally decide to go into therapy. 
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